SCORE-PRO
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Tools Needed:
#2 Phillips Screwdriver
Score-Pro score table is fully assembled and ready for use. The unit is factory assembled and tested for
performance. If you have additional questions or concerns about the use of this product, or if product does
not perform satisfactorily, please contact the manufacturer with your
concerns.
Step 1) Remove Score-Pro from packaging.
After outside cardboard box has been removed complete the following:
A) Remove wooden top frame board from end boards with #2
Phillips screwdriver.
B) Detach the wooden end boards from the score table by
removing the boards.
C) Place the table so that it sets on the four caster wheels.

Step 2) Transporting the Score-Pro
The Score-Pro is in the transport position when it is setting
on all four casters while in the folded transport/storage
position (product arrived fully assembled in the position).
Simply roll the score table to the desired location of use.

Step 3) Opening the Score-Pro to the table position.
A) Invert the table (flip it over) such that the four
caster wheels are sticking straight up. Two
people will easily perform this operation.
B) After Score-Pro has been inverted, open the
score table to its full weight-foot-length. At the
same time fold our each end section so that the
WARNING – CAUTION – WARNING
The following are (but not limited to) basic guidelines that should always be observed with the use of the Score Table.

Use of this Score Table must be on level hard surfaces only.

Never allow children to climb or play on Score Tables.

Never place Score Tables in a location near other hazards (electrical power lines, swing up basketball goals, excessively
close to lights, or excessively close to overhead fans, etc.).

Maintain a safe distance from aggressive sporting activities to avoid spectator injury or injury to those involved in an
activity where contact with the Score Table is possible.

Make sure table tops and center leg are firmly locked in place.

Never stand, walk or sit on Score Table for any reason.
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C)
With the front and side padded table skirting fully opened, the center leg
support for the tabletop should be in position. While standing behind the padded
skirting, reach over the front and rotate both tabletops upward and towards you
and position them on center leg support.

At the same time make sure that the outer ends
of each table top catch the support brackets
located on the inside of the padded end skirts.
Step 4) Score-Pro is now ready for use.
Position Score-Pro in such a manner as to be out of the area of play. Unit is now
ready to be plugged into 110V/15amp electrical supply to supply power outlets
located on table.

Step 5) Returning table to the transport/storage position.
Simply reverse steps 3 through 2.

CAUTION: Power supply to table must be provided through an appropriate electrical breaker system.
DO NOT: Place any liquids or other substances near electrical outlets on tabletop.
CAUTION: Do not stand or sit on Score-Pro when in 8’ position or storage/transport position.
Do not position is such a manner as to be a hazard within the playing area.
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